Toyota tundra 4wd actuator replacement

Discussion in ' 2nd Gen Tundras ' started by bordenj , Jun 22, Log in or Sign up. Toyota Tundra
Forum. Welcome to Tundras. You are currently viewing as a guest! To get full-access, you need
to register for a FREE account. Post Reply. Hello: Does anyone know if the motors are the same
for the front differential actuator and the t-case actuator? I cannot find a separate part number
for either motor, only for each actuator assembly I believe my t-case motor is bad and I have a
spare differential actuator. If no one knows I will attempt a swap out. AzureNightmare , Jun 22,
NewImprovedRon and Black Wolf like this. Joined: Aug 24, Member: Messages: 3. Bordenj: Any
luck finding the part number for xfr case actuator motor? I suspect mine is bad and want to
have a replacement in hand before disassembly. I did ask Roman and he was unsuccessful as
well. I just swapped out my Transfer Case Actuator Motors this week. After a week of research, I
concluded you have to buy the entire Actuator assembly to get the motors. Megatronsmurf ,
Sep 27, Show Ignored Content. Quick Charge 3. Metra 87 - 94 Toyota Vehicle Harness. Cllena
Car 12V 24V to 5V 3. Aluminum 5. Viair 88P Portable Air Compressor. Username or email
address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is:
Forgot your password? Toyota introduced the Automatic Differential Disconnect ADD 4-wheel
drive system on its trucks in , and on the 4Runner with the redesign. This system is composed
of a vacuum-activated shift fork in the front differential driver's side axle tube: when the transfer
case lever is moved to the 4Hi position, vacuum is applied to the fork which in turn moves a
sleeve to lock the inner stub axle shaft from the carrier to another shaft in the tube. This axle
assembly powers the driver's side wheel, while the passenger side is a single shaft from the
carrier to the inner CV joint. While in 2WD, the driver's side axle is disconnected within the tube.
The ADD trucks also have hub flanges at the wheels instead of conventional hubs; a series of
vacuum switching valves VSV's in the engine bay to control the actuator; and a transfer case
position indictor switch, which controls the dash light. While the ADD system is convenient and
seems reliable, I wanted to eliminate mine as a potential source of failure - vacuum, electrical, or
sleeve failures are possible in this critical system. The system also requires a vacuum hose
from in the engine bay especially with an automatic transmission , which makes field
troubleshooting a chore. On trucks with automatic transmissions, additional electronics are
added to monitor transfer case lever position. I found that by removing the ADD vacuum and
electrical subsystems, I'd wind up with a simplified 4WD system, and therefore reduce possible
failures. First, remove the front skidplate. The actuator assembly is on the driver's side of the
differential. Remove the 4WD dash indicator plug white plug from the assembly, then remove
the vacuum lines from the assembly. You can also remove the vacuum line brackets and hard
lines from the differential housing. There are four 12mm bolts holding the actuator in place.
Remove these bolts and lightly tap the assembly with a hammer handle to jar it loose. If you
haven't drained your differential oil, it will pour out at this point. Remove the actuator assembly.
Next, clean the old gasket material from the differential housing and the actuator assembly with
a plastic putty knife. The shift fork rides on a rod within the assembly. When the fork is to the
passenger side, the shafts are locked. Slide the fork to the passenger side, then cap the vacuum
ports on the assembly. The key to guaranteeing the fork will never move is to place a hose
clamp or CV boot clamp around the rod the fork slides on - and be sure to trim any excess
clamp length. This will eliminate any chance of the fork moving from the locked position. Within
the opening in the housing, you can manipulate the locking sleeve. Moving it to the passenger
side locks the shafts together -- but if you slide it too far, you'll expose the gear and NOT lock
the shafts don't worry, the sleeve will not slide out of reach. The recessed section of the sleeve
should be visible when it is in the proper position. When you are sure it is in the locked
position, test fit the fork assembly to the housing and test for lock again. It's very easy to move
the sleeve to the unlocked position while fitting the fork. I found it easiest to mount the
assembly on my V6 truck by going up between the front lower control arm crossmember and
IFS, positioning the fork at an angle to the sleeve, then sliding it in. This was much easier than
going at it from the front, where the oil pan interferes. When you're ready to finally fit the
assembly, apply new gasket-maker to the assembly and seat it. Test it again to make certain the
shafts are locked together! Then tighten it down, refill your differential and get ready to rip
Trace the two vacuum lines you removed from the front of the differential up through the engine
bay. They terminate in the lower ports of VSV's behind the fuse box on the passenger side.
Remove the lines. From the VSV's there is a single vacuum line to the engine vacuum source
which can be removed, and the port capped. You can also remove the vacuum tank in the wheel
well, along with the lines to and from it. One vacuum line goes up between the fenders to the
VSV's through a grommet in the inner fender , and can be removed by pulling the grommet and
line through the opening. The 4WD dash indicator sensor white plug on the front differential can
be removed as well. Seal up the fitting for the indicator, and trace the wires back to the firewall.
Snip them, strip some insulation, wind the leads together, then wrap them well - now when you

select 4WD via your transfer case lever, the indicator in the dash will work properly. If you don't
feel like tracing this, simply put the white plug back into the actuator and your dash indicator
will work fine. Initially, I left the sensor plug in the assembly, but have since gone back and cut
the wires in the engine bay. With either hub type, you retain shift-on-the-fly capability: however,
with manual hubs you eliminate any front drivetrain "drag" with the hubs unlocked and in 2WD.
Upon completion, you have a greatly simplified and bulletproof 4WD activation system that
works the same as stock! Replacement MAF unit.. Gen1 cigarette lighter port. Sway Bar delete..
Copyright c OutdoorWire, Inc and MUIRNet Consulting - All Rights Reserved, no part of this
publication may be reproduced in any form without express written permission You may link
freely to this site, but no further use is allowed without the express written permission of the
owner of this material. All corporate trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
New Topics on TrailTalk. Recent Posts on TrailTalk. Jared D. Shop Supervisor. Everything
works how it is supposed to other than the light. Can you remember the last time you changed
out the fluids in your transmission and transfer case? Sometimes, the flashing light signifies
that the system itself has deactivated until it can cool down. The engagement fork fits over a
splined collar inside the front differential. You may need to download version 2. Q: 4 wheel drive
not engaging in my Toyota tundra light flashing on the dash with no results My car has miles.
My car has an automatic transmission. Once you change your fluids, try driving the truck
backward and forward a few times, and turn the wheel from lock-to-lock to make sure your
actuator isn't stuck. Dirty fluid can cause the system to get stuck. For sale is our Prius, 71k
miles, in white on tan. Another way to prevent getting this page in the future is to use Privacy
Pass. Anyone have any ideas? I love this site. We do not recommend you drive your Toyota if
the check engine light is blinking. The repair for this was straightforward â€” replace the A. If
you are on a personal connection, like at home, you can run an anti-virus scan on your device
to make sure it is not infected with malware. After years of experience working for the
dealerships, owner John Cleveland set out to start a new kind of shop for Toyota, Lexus and
Scion owners unlike any in Minnesota â€” one that offers a competitive price point, technical
prowess, honesty and environmentally friendly practices. Well I have the "4 Lo and 4wd" lights
flashing problem. Please enable Cookies and reload the page. Restarting the engine or easing
on the throttle may help your engine regain normal operation. Average failure mileage is 42,
miles. Susi Susilawati Foto February 14, The light flashes, but will not shift. As soon as I
switched it over to 2wd, both of those lights started flashing and have been ever since. And
again, it changes into 4WD and 4 low flawlessly, the light just wont quit blinking while I'm in
2wd. Driving with Toyota check engine light blinking could damage a catalytic converter and
cause the engine to overheat. I've seen a lot of questions re 4WD not engaging and 4WD light
flashing. After checking the transfer case actuator and switches for functionality, the technician
noted the final completion switch inside the front Automatic Disconnecting Differential A. Now
my 4WD light always blinks while in 2wd, but works how it is supposed to while in 4wd and in
low 4. The Toyota Tundra has 1 problems reported for vsc light comes on with check engine
light. Next, turn the wheel from left to right, lock-to-lock a couple of times. The transfer case is
what splits the power between the front and rear axles. Discussion in ' - Toyota Tacoma' started
by smokinjoe, Apr 18, SOURCE: electric 4wd does not engage toyota tundra 4 wheel drive does
not engage on a toyota tundra. Home; Pages. When the light flashes continuously for more than
30 seconds it signifies there is a problem somewhere on your drivetrain system and that 4WD
has not engaged properly. If it overheats, it may no longer be able to operate according to spec,
causing the 4WD light to flash. If it flashes, 4HI hasn't locked in yet. Inside this failed A. The
vehicle was purchased new in â€¦ instagram. Hello everyone! I've found one fix for a specific set
of symptoms that may help someone out. For more challenging off road driving or for getting
around in deep sand or snow, you may need to shift to 4-wheel low or 4L. Truck is going into
the dealership to get it looked at on friday. Engage the parking brake and put the transmission
in neutral. The purpose of the 4 wheel drive light is to indicate when you have engaged 4WD
mode by selecting 4H. New car specials bradenton fl brown toyota tundra 4wd new toyota
tundra 4x4 double cab toyota tundra sr5 toyota tundra. Was this. Discussion in '2nd Gen.
Tacomas ' started by dwgill11, Jun 7, Howdy CARSpec crew! I had it in 4wd and then switched
to 2wd. Post Reply. The 4WD module, not knowing if the A. Your IP: Code is: C the vehicle. Use
the 4-Wheel Drive control switch to select the desired drive mode. The A. A small electric motor
inside the front differential engages a splined collar that links everything up inside the front
differential. Thought about taking it to Toyota, but afraid they'll charge me a ton for nothing.
Before you head online and drop the cash on a new actuator, try moving the truck a short
distance forward and backward. When 4-wheel-drive low-speed position is selected, the 4LO
indicator will come on. Cloudflare Ray ID: db69ca91c To help it, continue to drive straight ahead
then accelerate and decelerate until the system is engaged. My low mileage Tundra would not

engage 4WD. If you are at an office or shared network, you can ask the network administrator to
run a scan across the network looking for misconfigured or infected devices. We spend all our
spare time exploring home and away, slowly dining, drinking, diving and discovering all the
best spots along the way. We really hope that you get as much pleasure in reading about our
adventures as we have had sharing them with you! Never miss out on a blog post again, sign up
below to receive updates when a new blog is published! The Travelling Stomach. Casinos with
the Best Restaurants in the UK. The Best Wineries in Willamette Valley. Vilnius Travel Guide.
Southern Cross Club. We're busy planning our adventures - watch this space! Subscribe to The
Travelling Stomach. Discussion in ' 1st Gen. Tacomas ' started by ZomBaja , Jan 23, Log in or
Sign up. Tacoma World. Welcome to Tacoma World! You are currently viewing as a guest! To
get full-access, you need to register for a FREE account. Lightbar switch that fits 1st Gen center
console? Usb and Aux inserts for under radio Best mufflers for a 4 banger? Actuator wiring
Discussion in ' 1st Gen. Post Reply. This is the connector coming off of the actuator on my
transfer case. Can anyone identify the pins? I couldn't find a wiring diagram anywhere. ZomBaja
, Jan 23, This might also help. Its a page from a my factory manual: Note the "2x4 select motor"
in the diagram. That should be your connector. ZomBaja , Jan 24, Cab Prerunner 2. Umm, you
guys disappoint me Last edited: Jan 25, Caligula , Jan 25, ZomBaja [OP] likes this. Dirty Pool ,
Jan 25, I sent you the wiring diagram for the pins. Top two are for the motor, you switch polarity
to spin motor forward and backwards using a DPDT switch. Lower left is 2wd indicator, lower
middle is 4wd indicator, lower right is ground for the indicator pins. Show Ignored Content.
Tacomas Backcountry Adventures: Northern California. Lubegard Automatic Transmission
Fluid Protectant, 10 oz. It is not created or sold by the OE car company. Code 3RZFE. Energy
Suspension 9. Username or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an
account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Remember Me? Site Navigation. So
here is the story. It can be repaired with no manual, no transfer case removal, and no "timing"
required. Just a few tools and some common sense. While out there I ran into some water
obstacles that had some depth but not much difficulty. A few months later I try to engage the
4WD system to discover it is not operational. So I get onto this outstanding website to
troubleshoot. After finding out all sorts of things about the transfer case actuator, I go back out
to my Runner to lightly tap on the actuator and within 10 taps or so it engages. I'm elated that it
just seized a little and came right back. I also noted the breather tube on top had a hole in it so I
fixed it. About a month later the same things happens again with the same repair working, this
time it took quite the few taps, a drive, a few more taps, then it all started working again. About
another month later it happens again and no amount of tapping, driving, twisting or turning will
make it engage. I took off the bottom cover for the actuator. I then poured the rusty,dirty, water
like substance in the actuator onto myself as I opened the case. Immediately I realized that the
breather tube's hole allowed water in the last time I got into water and it has been in there since
having no where to go. As I'm looking at the inside, it appears the only thing corroded was the
4Hi DC motor, but at least I know why it doesn't work now. I perform the below steps I made up
as I went and reassemble. It now works flawlessly and better than it ever did. Fully functioned
check multiple times for all operations, 2Hi, 4Hi, 4Lo and both 4WD functions with center diff
lock. Verified on jack stands as well. Steps for Repair, broken down in 2 levels because the
gears may not have to come out. I put the 4Runner on jackstands because I just barely squeeze
under my non-lifted truck and I also wanted to be able to spin driveshafts but it's not required.
Beware what might come out. There are only 2 marks that matter. The large gear must be
aligned with the actual case, don't use another gear. The bottom connector of the DC motor is
the positive and you can use the transfer case as a ground to see if power is going there. Mine
had power but was completely seized. Be warned the cover holds the gear shafts in place and
they will bind if it runs while open, it isn't likely to hurt anything but you will then HAVE to set
the gears back to the correct positions. It's hard to see, but there is a plastic connection where
the DC motor connects to the brass worm gear. It is not one shaft. Mind you I had all the gears
off, you won't get much motion. You might be able to "lift" that gear away from the worm to spin
it. No worries, it just drives the others, timing or position doesn't matter. Direction of rotation
doesn't matter for the DC motor either while you're trying to free it. That is end of of the first
level. Installation is the reverse of removal and be gentle putting the cover back on. It is getting
serious now. Read all before attempting. Gently pull it down. There is a long piece that goes into
the plug at the top and it sleeves over those 2 posts so it takes a little effort. You should have
already marked the top of that gear so spin it and make sure you feel some resistance in a few
places where it switches. This switch tells the ECU in what mode the transfer case is in. The
gear driven by the worm gear and the other plastic one can be removed. No worries about
timing with the metal gear, it can only attach one way to the gear that was on top of it. It can
move all the way out with no ill effects ie you can't pull it out too far. I then put it back all the

way in and verified it was in 2WD by spinning the front driveshaft. I turned the key on and
switched from 2Hi to 4Hi and it spun the motor. There is no limit switch so as long as the
vehicle's switch is in 4HI it will run continously and I sprayed some more lube on the motor. At
which time you should hear the ADD on the front differential engage. I did the same thing with
4Lo which it engaged with no issue. This step also verified the operation of that position switch
since mine had some rusty water on it and was slightly corroded. Here is the reassemby, clean
and lubricate parts as necessary. Rotate the front driveshaft if necessary. It has some freeplay
because of the little gear engagement onto the shift rod. Had I known this when I took it apart I
would've paid attention to exactly where it was but it didn't turn out to be too critical. Put the
position switch back into position and make sure that gear engages the top of the metal gear
assembly. Then make sure both of your marks still line up. Replace the cover but just use the 3
screws in case you have to try again. If it's up on jackstands put it in neutral, turn the key on
and go from 2Hi to 4Hi. Then you can get under it and rotate the driveshafts around until it
engages. That spring on the metal gear can delay the engagement of 4Hi until it lines up that is
its purpose. So if you hear that after the DC motors have stopped turning don't worry about it.
Hints, tips, and tricks If at anytime you get all the 4WD lights to blink, turn off the key, reset the
4WD switch and try again. It will get angry if it gets unplugged with power on or if the ignition is
on without it plugged in. It resets immediately. So the ADD will not prevent the actuator from
operating. The shift rods are bathed in gear oil during operation. I highly doubt that they will
ever seize from non-use. When people loosen the 3 bolts and wiggle the actuator it is just
moving the gears inside enough to free the DC motor s. If a few love taps fix the actuator and it
starts working, I would immediately take the cover off and spray some WD on things, especailly
that 4WD Hi DC motor. It took me 3 tries to get the gears perfect. First time I had the cover off
when I tried to work it and the gears got jammed up, no damage done. The second time the shift
rod wasn't all the way back in from the first attempt and I didn't notice. If your 4Runner is stuck
in 4Hi, I'd do all of the above and put the shift rod to the 2Hi position all the way in. The switch
5th pic on the "floor" of the actuator is moved by the metal gear as it rotates. You could get very
close to the correct timing by making sure that switch is free like the pic when you reinstall that
metal gear assembly, it can't be more than 1 tooth off either way with that in the correct
position. Underneath is the 4Lo gears and position switch white half moon. That is for people
who are stuck in 4Hi and won't have 2Hi timing marks. I used the tab on the side of the case so I
only had to mark the gear and it was easy to see. Hope this helps someone. I have more pics if
needed. Attached Images. Member's Picture Albums. Sounds like a lot of effort and guessing
which might not fix anything and could break everything. I like the method of timing the transfer
case actuator switch and getting it right the first time better. But, I guess if you are bored and
have an entire day to mess with it Originally Posted by duffdog. Sent from my iPad using
Tapatalk. Originally Posted by BlackWorksInc. Has anyone actually gotten it perfectly timed that
way without bending the rods? I haven't had a problem with this method: Shift actuator and
transfer case timing Have you tried it? If you follow the instructions, its not possible for the
timing to be "off" because it was never moved. The timing method might work for some things
but had nothing to do with this directly. My issue was the seized DC motor not working. The
actuator was inoperable prior to any repairs anyways so nothing was really at risk here. If you
read the post where I describe how you might repair the actuator if you are stuck in 4Hi it is
basically the timing method linked except for an actuator that does not have the inspection
cover. Maybe later models have the inspection cover to see the 4WD position switch, but my 04
v6 limited does not. Having never torn into this before, it took me about 3hrs, including the
picture taking and other troubleshooting. If I knew it was the motor seized it would've taken me
about 30mins to free, lube, and put the cover back on. No idea how one might bend a shift rod
via the plastic gears, it wasn't a concern for me. Finally, yes I have gotten it timed perfectly as it
works better than ever. Originally Posted by Eturtle The major reason this worked for me and
might for others is the specifics of the cause in addition to the fact that I didn't have to even
touch or look at the 4Lo part of the actuator. It can't be uncommon for water to get into these
and when it does it goes to the lower part of the case and sits to corrode the 4Hi DC motor
especially when it is powered because the contacts are totally open in the case. That being said
I fully understand that plenty of people wouldn't try this but I do believe taking this cover off to
investigate possible causes may reveal my same issue to others as well as be a better fix that
tapping on the case or loosening the 3 bolts to jiggle the actuator. As a personal note, I lived in
Japan for 3 yrs and I have a real feeling that a Japanese factory manual probably has greater
detail for this. As I was taking it apart the gears were numbered, had molded-in markings, and I
don't think it was an accident that the access hole I stuck the screwdriver in was there. You are
right, there is a reason people are slow to adapt to new things that may or may not work. This
repair would be impossible to do out of the vehicle. The actuator will "engage" 4WD but it won't

actually move the shift rod until it is lined up closely enough to take no more than the spring's
pressure. Then that other switch confirms the system is actually in 4WD. I believe there was
also one on the 4Lo gears from duffdog's post. But like you said, that doesn't necessarily
prevent under engagement, although I don't believe the system's light would go solid in the
dash. I'll have to ponder that some. I am guessing this post isn't about the actuator seal repair?
You still need to split the case to do that properly? I was able to successfully reinstall the gears
and properly time the transfer case actuator on my Sequoia without removing the transfer case,
using photos from the forums. My actuator got water in it from a cracked vent hose. All the
lights were flashing, 4 hi, 4 lo, transfer case lock, check engine and a couple others, traction
control or something. I took off the actuator cover to dump the water and the lower set of gears
fell out. I did not curse. I removed the whole actuator. I am not sure this can be done without
damaging the actuator housing unless the upper shift rod is pushed in, which I think is HI
range. There are 2 separate mechanisms inside the actuator housing. Each consists of a shift
rod, a motor, some gears and an encoder wheel, which I assume tells the computer the position
of the shift rod. I sprayed the motors and the encoder wheels with Corrosion Block. To install
the seals without damage, I placed them over the rods while the actuator was out, then when I
installed the actuator, the seals seated themselves and do not leak. Before reinstalling the
actuator, I shifted both shift rods into the the transfer case as far as possible, sticking out about
2 inches. I think this is hi range, and not locked. Had to put in neutral to shift. Drove fine with
the actuator out of the car, lights still flashing. I reinstalled the upper gear set into the housing
as shown below. Note the photos were borrowed, and show the shift rod, but I installed the
gears with the actuator out of the car. I tightened the 3 mounting bolts to seat the seals. I
installed the lower set of gears, as shown, and reinstalled the lower encoder wheel in the
position shown. Mine has the encoder attached to the lower cover, and required removing the
lower actuator mounting bolt to get the cover re-installed. I used a phone camera to make sure
the wiring harness pins went into the correct holes in the housing. Then I plugged the harness
in, replaced the vent hose, and installed the rest of the screws and the mounting bolt. Shifts fine
now. All lights are off. Very cool. Note: I connected a multi-meter to a couple of the encoder
wheel pins, set to beep with continuity. I could find an exact spot for each encoder wheel, when
in the position shown, where the beep stopped. I guess thats close enough. Last edited by
grubbab; at PM. Reason: change photo. Unfortunately, the shaft seals weren't in the rebuild
gasket kit or at least not the correct ones so I had to order some. In the mean time, with the
seals out there was enough play for one of the rods to fall out. It's the one with two snap rings
and is shorter - seems to be CDL. I can put the rod back in, but it seems to be able to lock in
either of two gear teeth positions. Mine is a V8 by the way. Any recommendations on what I
should do? The actuator was working fine and I haven't taken it apart. Do I need to follow the
retiming directions? Update: I could tell by the grease markings that most of the time two teeth
were engaged. I shoved the shaft in to what felt like two teeth engaged, and fortunately it works
fine. I didn't hear any bad noises when I had someone activate CDL. Last edited by utmba95; at
PM. Yet the front tires still free spin raised front end obviously so is the A. Thanks for any help
Originally Posted by speedracer BB code is On. Smilies are On. Forum Rules. All times are GMT
The time now is PM. All company, product, or service names references in this web site are
used for identification purposes only and may be trademarks of their respective owners. Toyota
- 4Runner. Join us now! Mark Forums Read. User Tag List. Page 1 of 3. Thread Tools. Rate
Thread. Eturtle53 Junior Member. View Public Profile. Find More Posts by Eturtle Find More
Posts by duffdog. BlackWorksInc Elite Member. Quote: Originally Posted by duffdog Sounds
like a lot of effort and guessing which might not fix anything and could break everything.
Frontline Member. Find More Posts by Frontline. Quote: Originally Posted by BlackWorksInc
Has anyone actually gotten it perfectly timed that way without bending the rods? Quote:
Originally Posted by duffdog I haven't had a problem with this method: Shift actuator and
transfer case timing Have you tried it? Quote: Originally Posted by Eturtle53 The timing method
might work for some things but had nothing to do with this directly. Quote: Originally Posted by
Eturtle53 The major reason this worked for me and might for others is the specifics of the cause
in addition to the fact that I didn't have to even touch or look at the 4Lo part of the actuator.
Blackhatch Member. Find More Posts by Blackhatch. Join Date: Sep Posts: 2. Transfer Case
Actuator Timing I was able to successfully reinstall the gears and properly time the transfer
case actuator on my Sequoia without removing the transfer case, using photos from the forums.
Find More Posts by grubbab. Emergency help needed! Find More Posts by utmba Find More
Posts by speedracer Posts: Find More Posts by feralcomprehension. Posting Rules. Similar
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Toyota. Andrew Toyota. Select a category or accessories. Categories Select a Category. Shop
Exterior Accessories. Shop Interior Accessories. Featured Parts and Accessories. Front
Bracket. License Plate Frame. PT : Front Bracket. TRD Air Filter. Deck Rail System - Standard
Bed. Deck Rail Kit. TRD Wheel Lock. As a Toyota Tundra owner, you know you can depend on
your Tundra for many miles to come. Toyota Tundra OEM parts will give you both peace of mind
and total confidence for all those miles. Explore Toyota Parts Online and shop an authorized
dealer for all the spare Toyota Tundra parts and accessories you need. Nobody knows your
Toyota better than we do, so trust us to pair you with tires that match your vehicle perfectly.
Legal Privacy Policy Legal Terms. Specifications, features, equipment, technical data,
performance figures, options, and color and trim are based upon information available at time of
publication, are subject to change without notice, and are for mainland U. While every
reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this data, we are not responsible for any
errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please verify any information in question with a
sales representative. All information applies to U. After checking the transfer case actuator and
switches for functionality, the technician noted the final completion switch inside the front
Automatic Disconnecting Differential A. The A. A small electric motor inside the front differential
engages a splined collar that links everything up inside the front differential. Inside this failed A.
The 4WD module, not knowing if the A. The engagement fork fits over a splined collar inside the
front differential. The repair for this was straightforward â€” replace the A. Howdy CARSpec
crew! For sale is our Prius, 71k miles, in white on tan. The vehicle was purchased new in â€¦
instagram. Call Us Today! Facebook Facebook. Previous Next. Related posts: Toyota 4Runner
4WD failure â€” shift actuator replacement and transfer case overview Diagnosing,
understanding and repairing the complexities of Toyota's part-time, selectable 4WD systems
Where the tire meets the wheel â€” Toyota 4Runner tire bead leak If this blog has a theme, that
theme is corrosion. Today is no different. A guest with a Toyota 4Runner came in concerned
About the Author: John Cleveland. After years of experience working for the dealerships, owner
John Cleveland set out to start a new kind of shop for Toyota, Lexus and Scion owners unlike
any in Minnesota â€” one that offers a competitive price point, technical prowess, honesty and
environmentally friendly practices. Article Categories. Recent Posts. Find us on Facebook.
Recent Tweets. Here are our notes on the diagnostics and the repair:. Toyota provides little
documentation and diagnostic help when it comes to their temporary 4WD systems. Getting a
good diagnosis on a failed actuator, either at the transfer or the front differential, is difficult. It
requires transfer case removal and partial disassembly. The above is the transfer case open
with the rear gear cluster installed. The above is pictured after the new actuator was installed in
the 4WD high position the actuator itself includes the rods that are attached to each select fork
pictured. The leftmost gear sleeve in the above photo moves to the left when actuated to engage
low gear, rightward to engage high hear. The rightmost sleeve in the photo moves one step
right to engine 4WD, and another step to the right to engage the center differential lock two
steps back left puts the vehicle back into 2WD. The above is currently in 4WD high. Noted are
the hidden detent balls that engine the lockout shaft. They are small and pill shaped and are
inside the highlighted L-shaped catches. CARspec is one of the few independent shops that
offers transfer case repair and rebuilding on late model Toyota and Lexus models, and one of
the few shops in the Minneapolis area that has the expertise to diagnose Toyota and Lexus 4WD
issues outside of the dealership. If you are in need of diagnostics [â€¦]. Care to elaborate? A
new actuator with no shift shafts installed? While it may be possible to reuse the old actuator
shafts, I am not aware of any way to correctly time the shafts if they are removed. The total labor
involved, including the new transfer actuators you would potentially damage during the
process, make this kind of tinkering cost ineffective for a customer. Hi John, we have a Toyota
4runner that will not come out of 4lo. I jacked up the front end and tapped on the actuator. Then
I removed the actuator plastic covers and the motor is working. I placed the vehicle in neutral
while on jacks then moved the selector switch back and forth and the front tires continue to
turn. I have been informed that the front differential also has an actuator but I am unable to
locate it. Do you believe this could be the culprit. Thanks so much and God Bless. Andy Knapp.
Howdy CARSpec crew! For sale is our Prius, 71k miles, in white on tan. The vehicle was
purchased new in â€¦ instagram. Call Us Today! Facebook Facebook. Toyota 4Runner 4WD
failure â€” shift actuator replacement and transfer case overview. Previous Next. Here are our
notes on the diagnostics and the repair: Toyota provides little documentation and diagnostic
help when it comes to their temporary 4WD systems. Transfer Case Open. Transfer Center Diff
Lock. Transfer Closeup. Toyota Flex Fuel Sequoia and Tundra hard start, long crank or check
engine light Toyota Flex Fuel Sequoia and Tundra hard start, long crank or check engine light repairing a condition caused by ethanol fuel About the Author: John Cleveland. After years of
experience working for the dealerships, owner John Cleveland set out to start a new kind of

shop for Toyota, Lexus and Scion owners unlike any in Minnesota â€” one that offers a
competitive price point, technical prowess, honesty and environmentally friendly practices.
Anthony January 1, at am. John Cleveland January 4, at pm. Chris January 12, at pm. John
Cleveland January 12, at pm. In any case, a good question. Andy Knapp January 19, at am.
Article Categories. Recent Posts. Find us on Facebook. Recent Tweets. For more information go
to Looking to swap out your door lock actuator? Replacement - the most affordable brand name
for replacement parts th We've Mad
1999 toyota camry heater control light bulb
95 lincoln mark viii
audi s8 forum
e a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create
Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Door
Lock Actuator part. Product Fit. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Showing 1 - 14 of 14 results. Sort
by:. Part Number: RT Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: RB Universal
Fit. Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 14 of 14 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers.
Manufactured from top quality components, this is your best option and inexpensive
replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an OE replacement product for
your damaged or aged factory part. Since , Standa Nov 14, Good part. Exactly as described.
Hunter Hinton. Purchased on Oct 30, Oct 21, Great value, part exactly as expected. Purchased
on Sep 28, Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of
Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

